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l!FTHODS Ql<' .PSSESSING CT-IILD GR.QirJTH 
(An Abstract) 
by 
Jerry J. McCollough 
The purpose of this reoort is +.o review some of the available 
literature pertaining to methods of assessing child ;;rowth in the ele-
mentary and secondary schools. Since the administration of a child 
growth assessment program often becomes the responsibility of the 
classroom teacher, this rPport could be used as a guide in the selec-
tion of an assessment device. 
This report consists of a short historical background of the 
various methods of assessing growth, development, and nutritional 
status . The importance of establishing an adequate proc::;reJJ1 of growth 
asssssment is substantiated by the reviews of various authors. Seven 
methods of assessrnent are 6iven conside~ation in Chapter III and 
specific emphasis is given the Wetzel Grid technique in Chapter IV. 
It was found in this report that the lengthy anthropometric 
measurements and complex formulas, necessary in using most methods 
of assessment, are already taken into consideration in the Wetzel 
Grid technique. The Wetzel Grid was found to be an adequate means 
of growth assessment, as well as, a method of growth prediction. 
Because of the simplicity of administration and the reliability of 
the Wetzel Grid, it is therefore recommended as a means of assessing 
growth, development, and nutritional status for individuals of the 
elementary and secondary schools . 
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I. STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE 
The purpose of this report is to review some of the available 
materials pertaining to methods of assessing child growth in the ele-
mentary and secondary schools . Since nearly all growth and develop-
ment takes place during the years when the individual is enrolled in 
school, it becomes necessary that each individual child be evaluated 
by some growth measurement device. If growth assessment of each in-
dividual is to be carried out adequately by the school, it will in 
turn be necessary that the school develop a program of zrowth assess-
ment and place it in the hands of trained personnel. 
According to Rem.rners and Gagel t '.le evalnation of the physical 
aspects of pupils is recognized as a function of teachers in school 
laws of most states. However, these authors also state that class-
room teachers have been found to possess little knowledge of t heir 
pupils ' physical aspects and are not aware of the various growth as-
sessing methods by which these aspects may be determined. Since all 
teachers should be alerted to the various methods of assessing child 
growth, it is also the purpose of this report to combine into a single 
source the reviews of several growth assessment methods. 
1H.H. Rermners and N.L. Gage, Educational Measurement and Eval-
uation (New York: Barper and Brothers, 1955), p. 513. -- ---
II. LIMITATIONS 
The material used in this report is limited in that it oertains 
to only a few of the various methods of assessing child rrrowth. Since 
this report may be used as a guide for classroom teachers of the ele-
mentary and secondary schools, it is written, as nearly as possible, 
in layman terms. There are many aspects to the problem of child de-
velopment, especially during the adolescent years, so it is not the 
purpose of this report to recommend types of r eferral or medical ad-
vice. This report will, however, make an attempt to sriow sol"'Je of the 
available techniques of child growth assessment and enumerate the pre-
dictions, proven results., advantages, and disadvantages of these :fer 
techniques. 
III. DEFI NITION OF T1RMS 
The terms "assessment" and "evaluation11 , as used synon,nnously 
throughout this report in relation to child gro rth, imply measurement 
since status is being determined. H. Harrison Clarke, in his book 
Application of Measurement to Health and Phvsical Education, states 
that status must be determiLed before conclusions concerning the 
thing measured can be drawn and before comparisons can be made. As 
it is the intention of child growth assessment techniques to determine 
status and make comparisons with established norms, the terms "assess-




In searching for rele.ted materials on the subject of child 
growth assessment it was found that no specific guide is aveilable 
in the field of the problem. It was therefore necessary to look 
through the general guides and indexes under various sub-hearings 
such as child growth, child development, growth testing, and the 
various assessment methods by specific title. The following guides 
and indexes were used with considerable success in the preparation 
of this study: the card catalog; the Reader's Guide to Periodical 
Literature; and the Educational Index. In addition to these primary 
sources a considerable amount of literature and information was re-
ceived from: Newspaper Enterprise Association, 1200 Fest Third 
Street, Cleveland 13, Ohio. 
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CHAPTBR II 
NEEDS FOR ASSES'3Il'lG CHILD G-PJ)1·T'PH 
I. HIST')ltICAL BAf'KG"lt0U1'TD 
The earliest measure"1ents reuorter' on th grorth in size of 
children r ere based on longitudinal dat,a f'or ind.ivid,al children and 
the information a£'fordec1 by these mP.asurements was ina.dequate for 
many purooses due to the lac~ of normative material. "Reasonably ac-
curate measure!'lents on large m1mbers of chi lcl.ren were reporterl orior 
to 1900 by several investigators and by 1920 there appeared an exten-
sive arraJr of accumulated data . 
The early measurements, as includec1 by Honroe\ were takPn under 
a great variety of conditions and ,-Ji th n1ethocl nhich were elmost com-
pletely unstandardized. Ji fter the ant,1ro·•)ologists worker' out a set 
of rules for standard anthropometric procec1ures in 1912, subsequent 
measurements were obtained with m11ch greater exactitude. Although 
standard procedures were used after 1912, there was still consid 0 rable 
lack of agreement on CGrtain measureMents. This was due to the fact 
that at times inadequate dPscrintions were given of both the sampl0s 
measured and the concitions under nhich the o.'"'t.a was collected. 
Even now it is not alw;:iys possible to 'llla!·e exact cornnarisoris 
and interpretations of data that w2s collected b~r various researchers. 
½falter S. Monroe (ed.), Encyclopedi-"l. of Educationa.l Rescarch 
(New York : The Hacmillan Company, 1952), p. 153. 
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Likewise, it is not always possi½le for the inexoerienced researcher 
to be able to collect and interpret the data which should be formulated 
concerning the growth of children. In this case the inexperienced re-
searcher being referred to is the re""l1lar classroom teacher upon whom 
we must rely for the accumulation of growth records of the classroom 
p pils. lith increased knowledge and proper supervision the collect-
ion of anthropometric measurements of children, which have been needed 
for over a half cer.tury, may be accomplished through the use of the 
devices included in the latter chapters of this reuort. 
II. THE Illf.PORT.ANCE OF ASSESSING G'R.OVTH 
In the world tod y an increasing amount of emphasis is being 
placed on the ecucation of the i dividual child. Educational aims 
and objectives have., within the last tFo decades, been made vastly 
broa,der and the amount of emphasis ulaced on the individual child 
scholastically has increased accordingly. The most recent trend in 
education has seemingly been to educate the individual child academi-
cally first and physically last. By this it is implied that academic 
subjects have been developed and stressed to the decree that in many 
situations physical education and health education have been complete-
ly and uerhaps erroneously omitted. 
It is also found that with the apparent plunge into total aca-
demic schooling for the individual, the classroom teacher finds it 
nearly impossible to spend the needed time for the evaluation of each 
student in terms of physical gro~rth and performance. Since it must 
be realized that physical growth and performance are needed for the 
high level achievement of academic progress, perhaps More and more 
intensive study will be devoted to the problems of 0·rowth failure. 
Kroe;man2, iri his article "Physical Growth ard :JevPlopment i n 
"Relation to Student Success," :wrote that there is reason to believe 
that the or6anic demands of the heightened tempo of pubertal gro~rth 
changes may deplete the reservoir of availahle bodily eriercy to the 
point where extra-orcanic demands of school and society can be met by 
on y a minimum response. As a result, the "learning cur e", as a 
whole, may decelerate as the growth curve, as a whole, accelerates. 
As stated by Jackson and Kelly3, "growth is a manifestation of life 
in the young and its rate and quality are related i..rriportant v to the 
general health and welfare of the individual. 11 
6 
A basic knoiledge of physical ~rowth and the assessing of this 
growth is important for several reasons. Estimates of a child's abe 
are constantly being made on the basis of size, and this child is 
treated, and expected to react, accordingly. There are many other 
aspects, however, that determine physical grm•rth besides chronological 
age. There are numerous and co:1 lex hereditary factors t hat contribute 
2Wilton M. Krogman, "Physical Growth and Development in Relation 
to Student Success, 11 The Bulletin of the National Association of Secon-
School Principals:-}9:453, April, 1955. - --
3Robert L. Jackson and Helen G. Kelly, "Evaluation of Growth 
of Children," The Journal of School Health, 24:174, June, 1954. 
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to the determination of the basic grovrth tendencies and potentialities. 
Even when these potentialities are present, the course and extent of 
growth may be altered by a variety of environmental influences. Of 
the numerous environ.rnental influences, l1onroe reuorts that those hav-
ing the most nrofound effects on the course of child growth are health, 
certain types of illnesses, and nutritional conditions. 11 
During the neriod of adolescence, when there are times of very 
rapid gr01,rth, the probability of nutritional imbal.:i_nce is great. At 
a l ages, reports Jackson and Kelly5, nutritional deficiencies would 
more likely be recognized in the individual if an accurate record of 
the child's growth were kept and apnraised reeularly. '!ith nearlrr a1_l 
diseaGes there is some ir1.nai.r1'1.Pnt of growth, and con~equentl:, the nr0 -
er interoretation of growth values may make possible early recognition 
of a disease and continued obserYation .,.,,ay o-ive a goorl index as to the 
success of reMedial therapv. Jackson and Kelly also state that in 
order to expedite evaluation it is helpful for the inexnerienced ob-
server, as well as the experienced observer, to have a graph of some 
type showing the norms of growth for infants, children, and ?oung 
adults. This is another of the tynical exa,nples which verif;r the 
urgent need for the assessing of child growth by one of the proven 
methods of growth evaluation. 
½1onroe, loc. ~-
5Jackson and Kelly, loc. cit. 
In situations 1,rhere health and physic2l ed1.1cation instruction 
is offered throuizhout the elementarv· and second r,r choo1s, it is 
possible to incorporate into this program the use of eval ative de-
vices to determine child growth. ~J'here the elementary schools are 
classroom confined and Dnder the sunervision of onlv the classroom 
teacher, it becomes th.e re ponsibilitTr of this teacher to observe 
and evaluate each puoil as nearl-r as possible. 
The classroom te;::i_c-her is found to be in the ideal position for 
the assessing of child ~rorth due to the close relationship that is 
evident in a confined classroom. The classroom teacher know<:1 man:r 
of the personal traits of the pupils by observation and personal 
contact. Due to the apparent lack of proper backr round knowlecl.ge 
in the field of health and physic2l ~rowth, however, the classroom 
teacher is confronted with a responsibjlitv which can only be acco~-
plished adequately if some tVDe of in-service training and sunervision 
is available. 
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Teacherc sho11ld be concerned with the physicql aspects of puui ls 
because of the relationshiu of nhysical as~ects to school attendance 
and perfornance, vocational choice, and emotional and social .::trljust-
ment. All te."lchers should accept the encouragem1,mt of the medical 
profession, as well as the person respon ible for the school health 
program, and serve to the best of their capacity in evaluating eoch 
pupils' physical growth and achievement. Although most teachers are 
not usually aware of the methods used to evaluate child growth and 
nutritional status, they can be readily trained to fulfill their func-
tions of cooperating with the school nurse, being alert to the pupils' 
physical needs, referring pupils to physicians, keeping histories of 
pupils, and making routine inspections and measurements. It is with 
the cooperation of these teachers that the needs for growth assessing 
may be realized and adequately met. 
The needs for a program of grovrth assessment are found to be 
very closely related to the airls of a he 1th al)praisal -oror ram and 
must be obvious to all educators and te~.chers. The aims of health 
appraisal, as outlined by The Twentieth Yearbook of the American 
Association of School Administrators, are as follows:6 
1. To identify pupils in need of medical treatment. 
2. To identify pupils ho have problems relatiPP- to nntrition. 
3. To identify pupils who are ryoorly adjusted and in need of 
special attention. 
4. To measure the ,srowth of children and to as~;_st them in 
attaininf optimum ~ro~rth. 
5. To identify pupils with nonremediable defects who may re-
quire modifieo pro0rams of education. 
6. To identify pupils who may need a more thorourh examination 
than those given at the school. 
7. To identify nuoils who may be best cared for apart from the 
regular school situation. 
6American Association of School Administrators, Bealth in 
Schools, Twentieth Yearbook (Washington, D.C.: Natione.l Education 
Association, 1951), P• 261. 
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Using these seven aims of apnraisal, to sunport the previously 
reviewed needs for a growth assessment program, it becomes apparent 
that some method of growth assessment should be established in all 
school systems. The needs for such a program have been evident for 
more than fifty years and the importance of the nro~rarn is increasing 
in proportion with the exnansion of educational opportunities. The 
development of an adequate progr2JTI should therefore be based on one 
of the assessment methods reviewed in the following chapters of this 
report. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS OF ASSESSING CPILD GROWTH 
From the da.rs of ancient ciirilization to the present day, body 
symmetry and proportions have been areas of interested study. In the 
early period, the measurement of one body segment as a guide to body 
proportions was used for aesthetic purooses. Larson and Yocoml wrote 
that it has been only within a comparatively short period of ti.me that 
a study of body proportions has been investigated from the standpoint 
of the scientist rather than the artist. 
During the past one hundred years a considerable amount of an-
thropometric data has been collected. However, these data are of 
little use to modern anthropometry. The assessment of physical status 
and the predicting of body weight by means of these data were virtually 
impossible since the measurement was based upon height alone. 
The chief fault of early anthropometry, according to Mc Cloy2, 
is that it failed, except for heiF,ht measurement, to ta.~e account of 
innate individual differences of body build, and insisted that all 
persons of a >'·iven age, sex, and height should be alike in other body 
1Leonard A Larson and Rachael D. Yocom, Measurement and 
Evaluation in Physical, Health, and Recreation Education (sr:--Louis: 
The C~V. Mosby Company, 1951), p:--120. 
2charles H. Mc Cloy, 11Anthropometry in the Service of the 
Individual," Journal of Health and Physical Education, 7:11, 46-7, 
September, 1934. - -
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measurements. These earl:v studies of body measurement were primarily 
concerned with the prediction of normal weight and the use of deviations 
from the noT'l'lal weight to ir-dicate deviations from normal health. 
Perh"ps the first measures of body proportions were the a6e-
height-weight tables. These tal:lles., al+,hough not valid in asse"sing 
the bone, muscle, and f:1t proportions of an indi vid11.al, did v'ielc 
gross body weight in re ationship to a norm vhich does not consirl.cr 
bod1r b1 ild~ D 'e to the fact tr>"'t body build was not considered ir. 
these early measurements, a gre3t deal of disapproval and opposition 
was present. 
This opposition was based on the fact that an individual ma:, be 
a tall and slender tY'pe while another individual of the sal1'\e age may 
inherently be of a short and stockv build. Because of the inherited 
characteristics of thesP two individuals, thPy do not conforn to the 
norm. By interpretation of tre early age-hei;;;ht-wei,,.ht tables there 
would be reason to believe that a condition of und 0 rn01..1rishment pre-
vailed for the one individual and an overt-!ei....,ht conci tion for the 
other individual. 
After some use of these early tables, it bPcame evinent that 
manv children who, according to tne tables, were over-weicht or 11nder-
weight obviously were quite healthy, normall - prono.,,.tioned, and in 
good nutritional condition. The realization o+> the inaf eq1acy o:' 
heirht, wei r·ht, and are alone led to further rese.q,rch of indicPs for 
the prediction o-" a child'::; optiwial wei2:ht. 
I n an attempt to improve the apparent inadequacies of early 
age-height-weight tables, several studies were carried out whereby 
corr elati ons of soft tissues were made with skeletal structures. 
?ranzen3 and Mc Cloy4,5, in their individual studies, demonstrated 
the inadequacy of the age-height-weight tables as an index of growth, 
development, and nutrition, and pointed to the necessity for apprais-
ing development from a skeletal reference of the individual. 
Since the time of these studie~many attempts nave been made 
13 
to establish methods by which assessment of growth, development, and 
nutritional status could be made. Some of these methods have been 
proved useful, while others have shm-m deficiencies in their meas11re-
ment attempts . Beginning with the 1-Jood-Baldwin Age-Height-1foight 
Tables and progressing chronologically toward the present, the follow-
ing sections of this chapter attempt to review several of the most 
commonly used methods of assessing growth, development, and m1tritional 
status . 
3-Raymond 'F r anzen, "Physical Heasures of Growth and Nutrition," 
American Child "foalth Associa.tion, JVfonograph No. 11, 1929, p. 138. 
4charles H. Mc Cloy, "Appraising Physical Status: The Selection 
of Heasurements, " Universi ty of I owa: Studies in Child ·welfare, 
12:126, 1936. - -- - --
5charles H. Mc Cloy, "Appraisi ng Physical Status: Methods and 
Norms, " University of Iowa: Studies in Ghild Welfare, 15:260, 1938. 
I. WOOD-BALDWIN AGE-F.EIGHT-WEIGHT TABLES 
For many years students of applied anthropometry have made an 
attempt to formulate methods of using anthropometry as a measurement 
in the assessment of physical status. The earliest of these measure-
ments were concerned with the prediction of normal weight and the use 
of deviations from the normal weight to indicate deviations in the 
normal health. 
14 
The methods by which the Wood-Baldwin Age-height-weight Tables6 
were established are based on these earliest methods of physical ap-
praisal. In establishing these tables, a large number of people with 
the same sex, a~e, and height were individually weighed. The average 
weight was then computed from these group measurements and recorded 
as the normal weight for all persons having the same sex, age, and 
height. 
Mathews 7, in his book, verifies that this method of appraisal 
was constructed on the basis of sex, age, weight., and height. Mc Cloy 
and Young8 added that although the Wood-Baldwin is perhaps the best 
6T.D. Wood and B.T. Baldwin, Age-Height-"lieight Tables (New 
York: American Child Health Association, 1918). 
7nonald K. Mathews, Measurements in Physical Education 
(Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Company, 195'8T, p. 209. 
8charles H. Mc Cloy and Norma D. Young, Tests and Measurements 
in Health and Physical Education (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
Inc., 1954),p. 361. 
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known of the age-height-weight tables, there is no allowance made for 
body build. Since this is true, the norms for extreme ectomorphs and 
for extreme endomorphs are the same as long as the ~~e, height, and 
sex are identical. 
11hile the students of applied anthropometry in America were 
striving toward the possibility of a better method of assessing uhys-
ical status, the concern of anthropometry in the countries of ~uroue 
was much di·fferent. 
II. PELIDISI F0R.T'11JLA 
During \Torld ';far I the governments of the Central Powers, partic-
ularly Austria, informed their peoule that the conflict would soon end 
in their victory. 1·Jhen the war cont inued through the next few vears, 
widespread malnutrition was evident due to the fact that food conser-
vation had not been practiced. 
To meet the need for a method of locating nutritional deficiency 
among the people of Austria, a f'orr:mla was deve oped in 1918 by ?irquet 9, 
which showed that the cube of the sitting heirht in certiMeters is ap-
proximately ten times the weight ir fra.rns of a nor~al nerson. Hence, 
by knowing the sitting height and weight of an individual, the nutri-
tional status could be computed by the Pelidisi Formula. 
9Willia.ri E. Carter, "The -Pirquet System of Nutrition and Its 
Applicability to American Conditions, 11 Journa of the American 111edical 
Association, 77:400, November 12, 1921. 
Pelidisi = 10 X Weight (in grams) 
Sitting Height (in cm.) 
= 100~ 
The pelidisi of a well-nourished child should be very close to 
one hundred per cent. An obese child may go as high as one hundred 
and ten per cent, while thin children will average from eighty-eiFht 
to ninety-four per cent. Generally speaking, a child with a pelidic:,i 
between ninety-five and one hundred per cent may be considered well-
nourished. An adult with a pelidisi below one hundred per cent is 
undoubtedly under-nourished and if the per cent rises to above one 
hundred and four, the adult individual is perha1)s over-nourished. 
III. ACH INDEX: OF Nl 1TTtITIO}TAL STATUS 
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After various anthropometric measurements were ~ade on over ten 
thousand children between the ages of seven ard twelve, H'ran,:,:en and 
Palmer10 selected seven measures as havine the greatest significance 
in determining the amount and quality of soft body tissue in relation 
to skeletal build. These seven measures were: hip width, chest depth, 
chest width, height, weight, upper arm girth, and subcutaneous tissue 
over the biceps muscle. 
1~a~nnond Franzen and George Palmer, The ACH Index of Nutri-
tional St atus (New York: American Child Health Association,19~ 
Due to the amount of required skill and knowledge needed to 
find these seven items of measurement, a simpler set of elements i;ras 
developed known as the ACq Index. The ACH Index consists of three 
measures of anthropometry which are: upper arm girth, chest depth, 
and width of the hips. 
17 
In the Nay 1934 issue of Research f1uarterly there appears an 
article written by Ross L. Allen concerning the ACH Index. This 
article was included in the 193R 1ental 1easurements Yearbook, edited 
by Buros11, and mentioned that the ACH Index was devised to select the 
most serious defects of maln11tri tion for further and more thorough 
exarni.nation by a physician. The ACH Index was renortedly the nracti-
cal suggestion of the American Child Bealth Association to replace the 
height-weight-age tables which had been proved through research, by the 
American Child Health Association, to be a very poor measurement of 
nutritional status. 
fa thews 12, in his review of the ACH Index, wrote that it may be 
used as a screening device to select a fourth of the children measured. 
To the fourth selected as possibly malnourished, the oriainal seven 
anthropometric measures would be applied before medical referral was 
made. The ACH Index is not to be used iri place of a cor;iplete medical 
11oscar K. Bures, The 1938 Mental Measurements Yearbook 
(New Brunswich: Rutgers Uni versit)r Press, 1938), p. 87. 
12Mathews, op. cit., p. 210. 
exa-rninatio for it is merely a screening device 1-rhich is dependent 
upon the opinion and decision of a physician. 
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This method, althouzh nrone to missing sorrie o:f the extreT'\e 
cases, was claimed by Franzen and Pal.~er13 to be much better than the 
age-height-1·1eight methods which were published previously. As en il-
lustration of the apparent improvement, the test authors stated that 
when the ACH Index selects three-fifths of the extreme cases, the a1c;e-
height-weight methods, used in a coriparable manner, selects only one-
fifth of the extreme cases. If perhaps this statement is true, the 
ACH Index may then be recognized as being superior to the earUer ar;e-
height-weight tables which were published. 
Within two years after the puhlication of the ACH Index of 
Nutrition~l Status, another study was conducted in an effort to deter-
!'line a more adequate basis than age-hei~ht-wei;::;ht tables for the form-
ulation of nutritional st tus. This stl,dy brought about the construc-
tion of tables based on the assumption that appro-oriate body weic;ht as 
an index of nutrition should take into account not only sex, heie;ht, 
ancl age, but also the nc:?t 1re of trie bony framework and the bod;l struc-
ture. The outcome of this study and the tables uhich were subsequently 
constructed, were published in 1936 as the PTyor -ridth-1':eight Tables. 
13Franzen and Pal.mer, loc. cit. 
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IV. PRYOR WIDTH-WEIGHT TABLES 
In the October 1936 issue of Research Quarterly there appeared 
a review, written by B. France, concerning the Prvor '1idth-Weight 
Tables. This review was included in the 1938 Mental Measurements 
Yearbook, edited by Buros14, and cave the following ouinion of the 
place of assessment methods in the schoo progra~: 
It will doubtlPss be but a very short time before all those 
interested in health and physical development will come to feel 
that no accurate estimations of nutrition can be made unless a.nd 
until width-weight, as well as, height-weight measurements have 
been computed. This newer knowledge of the proper estimations of 
health will revolutionize life for children. It will bring to 
light the truth about each child's nutritional condition. It will 
release some from the bondage of being forced to eat unwanted and 
unneeded food while at the same time it may clearly show parents 
and teachers the advisability of reducing fattening foods for some 
boys and girls not now considered to be over-weight. 
The first Pryor Width-Weight Tables were published by the Stan-
ford University Press in 1936 and were designed for boys and girls of 
ages one to sixteen and for men and women between the ages of seventeen 
and twenty four. In the original Pryor Width-Weir;ht Tables the stand-
ards for normal weight were based on height and on the width of the hips, 
with no allowance made for fat. Although height and hin width were 
much less highly correlated with weight than hei6ht and the measurement 
of the chest, the Pryor standards on these tables were still advanced 
over the previously published age-height-weight standards. 
1~uros, op. cit., p. 231. 
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Maintaining that determination of appropriate body weights 
should take into account not only the factors of sex, height, and age, 
but also the nature of the body structure and of the bony framework, 
Pr:rorl.5 revised the tables in 1940. The tables were reconstructed 
from data obtained from a study of 10,000 children and youn6 adults 
and were established for ages one through forty. 
It was reported by Mathews16 that following a study of various 
body measurements, which might be used as indices of body build, the 
bi-iliac diameter or width of the pelvic crest was selected as the 
most important and least variable measurement of body width. Clarkel7 
added that this measurement was more reliable since it does not change 
with the shifts in posture ancl. with respiration. 
Using this measurement as a basis, Pryor computed the following 
formula as a proposed width-length index· 
Bi-iliac Diameter 
Width-Length Index = X 1000 
Standing Height 
1'Helen B. Pryor, Width-Weight Tables (Stanford University, 
California: Stanford University Press, 1940). 
l6r1athews, op. cit., pp. 209-210. 
17H. Harrison Clarke, Application of Measurement to Health and 
Physical Education (Englewood Cliffs, NewJersey: Prentice Hall, Iiic:'°, 
1959), P• 127. 
The Pryor Width-Weight Tables are based on sex and age plus 
chest width, hip width, and standing height. The equipment needed 
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to administer these tests are: a stadiometer, or other methods of 
height measurement; weight scales; and a straight arm sliding caliper, 
calibrated in centimeters. 
The directions for administering the tests, which make up the 
Pryor Width-Weight Tables, were listed as follows: 
Age: Age is recorded to the nearest birthday. 
Weight: Weight should be taken without clothes and recorded to 
the nearest pound. 1fuen it is necessary to measure with clothes, 
the necessaI"J allowance for weight of clothing should be made. 
Height: Standing height is measured without shoes, with the 
individual standing as tall as possible. The height should be 
recorded to the nearest inch. 
Chest Width: The subject stands relaxed, breathing normally, 
with arms at the side of the body. The t~ster stands facing the 
subject with the sliding caliper held horizontally at breast level 
and with the arms of the caliper resting, without pressure, on the 
sides of the thoracic cage. The measurement is taken at the end 
of a normal expiration and recorded to the nearest tenth of a 
centimeter. 
Hip Width: This measurement is made from the front with the 
two arms of the caliper pressed firn1ly against the widest point of 
the iliac crest. In testing girls, tilt the calipers slightly up-
ward; in testing boys, tilt the calipers slizhtly downward. The 
measurement should be taken without intervening clothes and re-
corded to the nearest tenth of a centimeter. 
Hhen scoring an individual, it must first be determined whether 
the individual has a narrow, medium, or broad chest by referring to the 
tables for that particular age and sex. In the proper chest width table, 
opposite the height measurement and under the bi-iliac diameter measure-
ment, is found the appropriate weight for this specific individual. 
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A very similar method of weight prediction was also developed 
in 1940 at Wellesley College of Wellesley, Massachusetts . This weight 
prediction method included standing height and chest width, which were 
al so incl uded in the Pryor Width-Weight Tables, but substitut ed chest 
depth in place of hip width in hopes of finding a more effective nre-
dictor of weight. 
V. WELLESLEY WEIGHT PREDICTION MET BOD 
The Wellesley Weight Prediction Metliod is based on the findings 
of a study by Ludlum and Powe1118, which found that height, chest de,th, 
and chest width were the most effective items in the predicting of 
weight. These measures were apulied to 1,580 women from nineteen 
colleges throughout the United States and by comparing these measure-
ments to the actual weights, the followin<" forniula was obtained: 
Weight = 2.6 X Sum of the Measurements - 154.J 
Ludlum and Powe1119 reported that the coefficient of multiule 
correlation between the actual and the predicted weights was .712, 
with a predictive index of 30. Height correlated with actual weip·hts 
lf\,,.E. Ludlum and Elizabeth Powell, "Chest-Height-Weight Tables 
for College Women, " Research Quarterly, 11:55, October, 1940. 
19Ibid., P• 57. 
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was .567, with a predictive index of 17. From these statisticf> it JTI_a, 
be concludec that the chest-height-weight tables with a predictive 
index of 30 are approximately twice as good as the age-height-weight 
tables developed earlier. 
The descriptions of the measure:rnents used in formulating the 
Wellesley Height Prediction Table, as found in the Apnendix, are: 
Height: St;:i,ndinf ; measurement recorded to the nearest half inch. 
Chest Depth: i1easure:rnent to the nearest half centimeter of the 
horizontal distance bet ,reen the midsternal and midspinal lines at 
the lower end of the stern,un. 
Chest Width: Horizontal midaxillary distance at the same level 
as for the chest depth; recorded to the nearest half centimeter. 
On the assumption that the methods of weight ryrecliction thus f2r 
develo:Jed had not +,alrnr into l"'OnsidP-retion bone, musrle, and fat sym-
etry, Cureton and his associates developed a methnd of analyzing and 
predicting weight by means of these three measuremerts. In 191.+7 this 
method was published as a means of improving and supplementing the 
measurements alread,r in use. 
VI. CURETON 1S W I,Ex: OF NU'.L?.ITIOF'1.L ST /\~TTTS 
Cureton and his associates 20 presented in their index of nutri-
tional status, measurements of bone, muscle, and fat as a basis for 
weight analysis. In this method of anal,r:i-ing normal weight from the 
20Thomas K. Cureton and others, Physical Vitness Apnraisal and 
Guidance (St. Louis: C.V. Mosby Comnany, 1947), pp. 135-160. 
anthropometric measurements, girths are measured with a tape pulled 
tight around a limb in which the muscles have been made firm. 
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veight prediction is also made on the basis of these skeletal 
measure:~ents and the difference between the actuA-1 ·md predicted wei[ht, 
known as residual, is cii:>termined. A nPrson who vei~hs over the nre-
dicted weight has more flesh than the avera~e nerson ,,ri th a simi la.r 
skeletal structure. :"nversel:·, a person who w0 i""hs less than tl-ie pre-
dicted weisht has less soft tissue tli.an otr er persons of sjm-i 12.,,. body 
structur1c. 
Larson a.nd Yocom21, in their revie1-r of C' 11reton I s Index of I1T11tri-
tional Stat,,s, rPported thclt a positiv"" resirh.:,1 m1:· m8ar eitrer cood 
musc11lar developrn1=mt or excessive fat, o both. A larre resid1 al due 
to muscular development, however, is desirable. A ne:-citive residual 
may mean poor musc 11lar development, small 'lJTlounts of fat, or bot.. A 
negative residual, however, ma,r be indicative of a conc.ition of poor 
body nutrition. 
While Cureton and his assoc-iat.es were develo:1inr and testing-
their method of me<is1 rinf nutritional status, another researc11er uas 
collectinf data ir:: tl-ie Fniversi tr o"" Towe PX"lPrLTflt:>ntal scl-iools at 
Iowa Cit1r, Iowa. The data, collected bet,.;een the years of 1930 and 
1945, led to the fornu.lation a.nd p blication of the Leredith Hei;::;H-
Weight Interpretation Chart. 
21Larson and Yocom, op. cit., p. 127. 
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VIL MEREDITH 1S HEIGHT-1·JEIGHT INT1"1tPRETA.TION C'HAF.T 
Between the years of 1930 and 1945 data was collected, in the 
University of Iowa experimental schools, on a group of white Americari 
children of northwest European ancestry. These individuals were liv-
ing under better than average conditions from the standpoint of nutri-
tion, housing, and health care. 
The _Meredith Height-Weight Interoretation Chart22, more oopularly 
known as the Physica.l Growth Record, was constructed for boys and p;irls 
extending fron early childhood throurh adolescence. The chart consists 
of growth curves established by comp 1ting the aVF•rage heirrl">t and 1,rni::ht, 
at various age levels, of a large number of children. These weight and 
height averages were then olotted senarately against ai::e, resultinf in 
charts which indicate the average heirht-ace eir,d weig t-age curves for 
all boys and girls between childhood and adolescence. 
Also included on the :Meredith ch-..rts, are the normal variations 
from the computed averages. The cha.rts sho ,r five "normal" zones for 
height, including: tall, moderately tall, average, modRratel;r short, 
and short. The charts likewise show five "normal" zones for weight, 
which are: heavy, moderately heavy, average, moderately light, and 
light. These noM.al zones on the charts offer an oonortnnitv in locat-
22Howard V. Meredith, 11A Physical Growth Record for Fse in 
~lementary and High School, 11 JL'TJ.erican Journal of Public Health, 
39:878-885, July, 1949. 
ing those individuals whose measurements show deviation fro~ the ex-
pected growth pattern. 
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To use this method of assessment, the height and wei,,.ht oft.he 
individual are plotted on the chart to o-ive coordinatR points. If the 
two points do not fall in the correspording zores, s,1,::1,_ as tall 2.nd 
heavy, or short and lirht, and if the measures of the chile's Dei-ht 
and 1-reight ahruptlv jump fror' one zone to anotrer, referral should be 
made to the proper medical authority. 
The recordinf of data upon the individual height-weig-ht records 
should be accomplished three times during the school year. The idP l 
times wo11ld probably be at the befinning of the school year, one at 
the middle of the rear, and again near the end of the s<'hool :rear. "T:f 
an individual has rnci.de no progress on the record throu;:)1 increases in 
height and weight during any of these three periods, this also indic~.tes 
that referral should be made to a trained ?hysician. 
These individual heir;ht-weir ht records and graphs, together with 
a description of technics for weighing, measuring, and interpretin~ the 
data, may be obtained from either the A.:rnerican 'redical Association 
or fro~ the National Education Association. 
Meredith23, in summarizing the role of the height-weight charts, 
cautions the user not to rez;a-rc this method as a suff'iciently co1nnrehen-
s i ve anthropometric progra'Tl to meet the needs of all s chools. It was, 
however, recormnended by Meredith for use b~r schools where it was not 
considered practical to adopt a progra~ calling for more measurements 
than height and weight. Even though this method was not designec1 for 
use by all schools, it was recommended by the National Committee on 
School Health Policies24, as one of two possible growth charts which 
should be given careful consideration as a school growth assessment 
device. 
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After having given considerable recognition to these seven pre-
viously mentioned methods of assessment, which do not include charts 
distributed by medical concerns and insurance companies, it seems aupar-
ent that a more thorough method should be sought. Having studied the 
possibilities of finding a more thorough method of assessment, it was 
decided that a comprehensive coverage of the Wetzel Grid should be in-
cluded in Chapter IV of this report . 
2½~ational CoITLmittee on School Health Policies, Suggested School 
Health Policies, Third Edition (1fashington, D.C.: The Joint Conmrl.ttee on 
Health Problems in Education of the National Education Association and 
the American Medical Association, 1956.) 
CHAPI'ER IV 
THE WETZEL GRID AS A SPECIFIC Mt."""'THOD 
Within the preceding half century, various attempts have been 
made toward the formulation of an adequate method of assessing growth, 
development, and nutritional status. The earliest methods of assess-
ment were based almost entirely upon the measurements of height, weight, 
and age. As the years progressed, many different anthropometric meas-
urements were used in an effort to find more valid predictive measures. 
Each of these measurement devices becarne progressively improved as new 
anthropometric features were included. However, there still existed a 
need for a more reliable instru..ment of growth assessing. 
Today much of the information in medical records which refer to 
uhysical status, is summed up in very general phrases such as 11well 
developed" and "well nourished11 • In spite of the co1mtles~ attel"'I[)ts 
to standardize various physical dimensions, Souther1 and her associ?tes 
wrote that physicians, school officials, and laymen have co~e more and 
more to treat simple physical measuremerits, such a.s hei fht and weight, 
as all but worthless. Even as far back as 1918, Manny2 wrote that 
1susan P. Souther and others, 11A Cornryarison of Indices ~serl in 
Judging the Physical Fitness of School Childrer.., 11 American ,Jo1 rnal 
of Public Health, 29·434, Nay, 1939. 
2F .A. }iTann:·, "A Comparison of Three Methods of Deter1i.ning 
Defective Nutrition, 11 Archives of Pediatrics, 35:88, February, 1918. 
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tables of height and weight, even when used in conjunction 'With a 
physician' s medical estimate, have been found to possess no more than 
sixty per cent overall reliability in differentiating between persons 
of satisfactory and unsatisfactory physical status. 
Noman C. Wetzel, a medical doctor of Cleveland, Ohio recognized 
as early as 1927 that the conventional age-height-weight chart hanging 
on the wall of his examination room was actually little more than a use-
less decoration. Realizing that the many individuals he examined each 
day did not measure up to specified norms, HP.tzel was intent on design-
ing a chart which would use height and wei c-·ht to establish an indi vid-
ual I s physique or body build and indicate how well that incil.vidual was 
keeping up with his own expected pattern of growth. With this idea 
in mind, he set out on a long trail of research, study, and testing 
which in 1940 was clime..xed with the nubl-ication of the Wetzel Grid for 
Evaluating Physical Fitness. 3 
I. STATISTICAL BA~rGROUND OF 'l'HE GB.ID TECI-IlUQUE 
The statistical background of the Wetzel Grid has been formu-
lated in a number of ways. The primar:;r study upon which it was based 
incl uded more than twenty-five thousand paired sets of measurements on 
four thousand children who were individually analyzed by testing. 
3Norman C. Wetzel, 11Physical Fitness in Terms of Physique, 
Development, and Basal Metabolism, " The Journal of the American 
Medical Association, ll6:1187-ll95,March 22, l94L 
Among the data collected there were twelve thousand sets of measure-
ments on two thousand and ninety-three Cleveland, Ohio school child-
ren. The measurements of these school children were compared with 
clinical appraisals rendered by the school physicians. 
When analyzing the comparisons between the grid technique and 
the clinical anpraisals, Wetzel4 found the gross acreement between 
these estimates to be approximately 87.5 per cent. This figure was 
sign..lficantly higher than the 60 to 65 per cent ~greement found by 
Franzen' and Jones6, when analyzing earlier fletho0s of aDDrais 1. 
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In the individual cases where there w;:,.s a discrepancy between 
the grid estimates and the cliriical appraisals , it uas found by fur-
ther observation that one half of these cases occurred among children 
whose growth curves fell into the 11 fair 11 channel of the Vetzel Grid. 
These individuals were classified by fetze"' 7 as the chilrlren on whom 
physicians themselves find it difficult to agree in more than fifty 
per cent of the cases. Consequently, the agreement between the Grid 
process and the physicians a9praisc'll on subjects in all other channels, 
could rise to a height of approximately 94.5 per cent. 
~aymond Franzen, "Physical. Measures of Growth and Nutrition," 
American Child Health Association, 1929. 
~.H. Jones, "Physical Indices and Clinical Assessments of the 
Nutrition of School Children," Journal of Royal Statistical Society, 
101:l, 1938. 
7wetzel., loc. cit. 
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As a further check, the Grid method was tested on the voluminous 
data reported from the materials of the Harvard Growth Study made by 
Dearborn8 and his associates. The Grid technique was also checked on 
many smaller froup studies and finally ap-ainst the mean value of more 
than 400 reports in literature dealing with growth and nutrition of 
large groups of children under various conditions. 
Wetze19, in his 1948 address to the Canadian National Council 
on Physical Fitness, clarified the usage of t11.e more than tioo reports 
in literature by stating these few facts: 
Since it has been assumed by some that the validity of the Grid 
has been tested only against the data of local /\.merican children, 
it will again be stated that the Grid ha~ been tested aGainst the 
mean value of 400 renorts in literature dealin"' with growth and 
nutrition of lar~e groups of children under various conditions. 
As an informed studPnt rould have known, the 11more than hOO reports" 
comprised practically all articles published the world over, since 
Quetelet 1 s time, which contained usuable weight and height values 
with corresponding ages. Some reuortc, were based on less then 25 
children; many on several thousand subjects; and a few m1Jr1bered 
from 10,000 to 100,000 children. Altogether, observations on over 
4,500,000 boys and girls were accounted for, with renresentation 
for every major geographical and ethnic level including groups in 
Scandanavia, Russia, Italy, India, Germamr, and China. 
This data, which was collected on many different grouus and in-
dividuals, was renorted to have bePn quite significant in helning to 
establish the validity of the Grid. The most significant evidence, 
~IJ.F. Dearborn and others, 11Data on the Growth of Public School 
Children," !'1onographs of Social Research in Child Development, 3:1, 1938. 
9Norman C. Wetzel, "The Role of the Grid Technique in a Physical 
Fitness Program, 11 Medical Woman I s Journal, November, 191-iS. 
R 
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however, was contributed by observations on over 8,000 children. 'Sac½ 
of these children were individually k 01rm and folloued for periods of 
t:i.J,,e ranr,incr from 6 to 20 years, by using lon~ term records and clini-
cally contra led conditions. 
The method by which the Wetzel Grid technique wa.s devised is 
not precisely known, but considering the background of collected data, 
ased on research reports datin~ from 1835 to 1937, it seefls apparent 
that its formulation was derived by way of valid procedures. ~Tith the 
validity of the 1,retzel "rid statistically shom1, it is nmr possible to 
crive a descriDt~o~ nf the Grid and to review the purposes as shown in 
recent literature. 
II. I;-i;;SCRIPTIONS AND PURPQS-;:;S OF THE GRT}) TbCHNIQUE 
The Wetzel Grid, developed by No!"'1an c. Tvet~el, is a chart on 
,,fb:Lch the heieht and wei;:ht of an individual is recorded on two panels, 
the Grid Panel and the Auxodrome Panel. On the ~rid face there is also 
included two other anels; one is space nrovided for the recording of 
dates, a~es, weight, and height, and the second nanel at the extreme 
right side of the chart is a bo.sal inetabolisrn nanel. 
n the Grid P~~el, a scale for marking height in inches forms 
the horizontal axis and a scale for marking weight in pounds forms the 
vertical axis. Where these two figures for a P-iven ird.ividnal inter-
sect, a coordinQte is marked on he chart. Tliis dot, ohtaine b1r using 
the rneas1,.,...er:.ents of hei ""rt and wei:::;lit, indic"ltes the child's "develop-
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metal level'1. This "<'levelonmental level11 is indicated by numbers run-
ning diagonally across the height and weight chart of the Grid Panel. 
This coordinate point on the Grid Panel also shows the child's 
bod:7 shape, as defined by the 11phvsique channel" into which the dot 
falls . There are nine physique channels ranging from A4 (obese) to 
B4 (extreme thinness). These nine physique c annels are indicated 
+11.e lines r nning diagonally across the Grid Panel. 
Optimum growth and develonment are indicated when the child fol-
lows his expected --oattern as deternined by the orizinal point of' entry 
on the ~rid Panel and subsequent entries. Tn top-quality zrowth and 
evelopnent a child rill p~osress channelwise with remarkah e nrecision. 
Owing to many different influences, acceptable variations in direction 
may ~~aunt to approximately one-half channel per ten levels of advance-
ment. :Ceviatio s _:::reater than this 1-iave bePn s11.m,m by Wetze lO to be 
no longer due to chance, but are systematic and must be attributed to 
some assignable cause of troub e. 
The speed of d0 velopment is determined on the Auxodrome Panel 
by relatine the individual's developmental level to his a~e. This re-
lationship of developmental level to age indicates how far the child 
has traveled along the channel svstem and also identifies the partic-
ular auxodrome the child is on at the present ti.~e. Since all c1uldren 
do not reach the saTT1e le,•el at trie sal'lle c>.se, the set of star,dc1.rd auxo-
dromes is calibrated t0 show w11at per cent of children in the Eeneral 
population may be expected to reach a given level a.t a ~iven age. On 
the standard auxodrome, a healthy child's speed of development is ap-
proximately t,'1elve levels per year with the a"re-,,ted deviation being 
not more than three levels per year. 
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The coor~inate noint on the Auxodrome Panel, being the relation-
ship of the developmental level and age, is ali,.,.ned with the enere;y 
scale running vertically alonr +,he ri"'ht ed~e of t11e Grid. '!'his energy 
scale indicates basal heat production in calories per day normally ex-
uected for a boy or c;irl, resnectively, at ariy ~-iven level no matter 
in which channel he or E>he may happen to be. These level-calorie re-
lations, established by .Jetzel 11, foI'Pl the basis fo:- treatner,t of "1.al-
nutri tion since fuel debts may be comouterl from the~. 
'i'he unique feature of the "-rid as C"'11pared to other ~ethods, S'lCh 
as Yeredith 1 s Plwsical Growth ~ecord, is that the child is l.tis own stand-
ard of co~parison. It, is one o~ t~e p1J.rposrs oi the ~rid to identify, by 
means of the nine oh,rsiriue cl,annels, differences in body type. Fach 
child is placed, by a series of measurements, in the proner channel ard 
body type. If the child is naturally tall and slender he will be in 
that specific chan,...,el s.nd the nro -ress can be charted accorr'ing to ·Fhat 
is normal, according to individuals o a si.rn:i.lar body ty-,e. 
1~orman C. 1,Jetzel, Instruction vanual in the Use of the Grid 
for Evaluating Physical ,;,itness (l\re J' York: } ewsnap~ nterorise --
Ascociation, Tnc., 1941). 
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v!hile addressing the Canadian National Council on Physical Fit-
ness, Wetze112 stated that the Grid technique was based upon two prin-
ciples and both of these should be clearly understood if ad."'linistrative 
control on grovrth is to succeed. The first of these two principles is 
that the Grid is a test of the child's overall body ,;rowth and of his 
general physical condition. 
The second of these two principles is concerning growth control. 
One of the most common pronouncements of purpose in enterorises that 
concern children is the declaration to nromote :ro rth. Viewed from the 
angle of control, the problem of growth promotion takes on an entirely 
different and practical meanin~. The best method of promoting good 
growth in children is found to be the preventing of ero1trth failure. 
The objective of growth promotion is most ef~ectively found through 
the use of the Grid as a method of preventing this 6rowth failure. 
Bearing in mind the two principles of the Grid, namely, (1) in-
dividual test and retest, and (2) promoting f OOd growth by prevention 
of gro1trth failure, the organization and ad.ministration of an assessment 
program has only to put into operation these five cardinal steps: reco~-
nition, referral, study, treatment, and follow-up. In meetin6 these 
five cardinal steps, Wetze113 claims that when taken in order each of 
these may be accomplished using the Grid as a com~on basis for action. 
1~vetzel, loc. cit. 
lJibid. 
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After having studied these five cardinal steps of grovn,h control, 
as integral parts of a single pro~ram, certain advantages are now more 
evident . By way of previous studies, it is Possible to revie1-r the ad-
vantares and stated values of the Grid technique for assessing child 
growth and development. 
III. ADVANTAGES OF THE GRID TECHNil)UE 
The 1Jetzel Grid, beine a direct readinr control chart on the 
quali t .r of child growth, is also a visual demonstrA.tion of whether or 
not growth is prorrressing satisfactorily. A sin6le ~lance at tte face 
side of the chart will reveal the speed and direction of ~rowth arid 
whether growth failure exists in that particular c~ild. ~lso fro~ the 
face side of the Grid an observer may easily determine the basic caloric 
requirements of an individual at any given 1evelo~mental level. 
The reverse side of the Grid has space for recording physical 
examinations, immunizations, laboratory tests, and other snecial exam-
inations such as dental, visio~, and hearing. Molly c. ~ugh14, ar,reed 
that the use of the Grid has shown its value at the Univc.rsity School, 
located on the campus of Ohio State University. She wrote, that in the 
hands of a trained physician, the Grid is a valuable assessment device 
and provides a graphic picture of a child's growth process. 
l 4Mol ly C. Pugh, 11Charting ('rot-1th "fith the Wetzel Grid, 11 Journal 
of the American Association for Health, Physical Education, and ~ecreation, 
March, 1954. - -
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Fried and Mayerl.5, found that the Grid technique was especially 
sefi l in selecting institutionalized children who were most in need 
of special attention. At Bellefaire, the Cleveland Je~D_sh Children's 
Home, the Grid is successfully used to single out children for special 
attention, closer inspection, and more frequent follow-ups. 
In relation to institl: tionalized children, l?ried and 1vrayer spoke 
of the Grid as an excellent means of bringing about a close understand-
ing between the pediatrician and the non-medical personnel of the staff. 
After the examination of the children, trie physician ca.n use the Crid 
in illustrating to the staff nersonnel the urogress of each individual. 
This rapuort invites staf1" comments that are valuable because thev af-
ford information from other t han a strictly rr1edical point of view. 
This saT"le advantage is pos'3ible when the rrid is used in the 
public school situation. The examining phr"ician, Yd.th the coopera-
tion of the classroom te2chers, can senarate frol'T1 the ma.sses of chil-
dr en, those cases of crow-th failure 1,rhich appear to be in need of the 
medical attention. The use of the Grid for a school screenin~ uu.roose 
was su!!r;ested in a study by Wetze116 of over 2,000 school children in 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
l5Ralph Ti'ried and 1rorris v. Hayer, "Grid Technique as a Tool for 
Tmproving Health Services to Institutionali,;,:ed Children," The Journal 
of the American Ned.ical Association, 161:1-5, Hay 5, 1956.-
l~orman C. Wetzel, "The Simultaneo s Screenin? and AssesSJ"'ent 
of School Children," Heal th and Plwsical "'.duc2tion, December, 1942. 
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The Grid rating of these children agreed with pediatric diagno-
sis in 87.5 per cent of the cases. In another instance, out of 205 
children classed as "poor" by pediatricians, the Grid isolated 203. To 
further subst2ntiate this advanta.ge of the n.rid it rns found by a third 
study of 371 subjects, called "poor" or "borderl.i nr-> 11 :r pl:lysicians, that 
the Grid i<lentified 9L1.5 per cent. 
Another advantc>~c of the Grid, which was poirited out b• th.e vari-
ous users of this technique, is the ability of the Grid to show exactly 
on hovr many developmental levels growth deficit exists. It can be esti-
mated by the Grid how much time and effort must be exuended to return 
the child to his correct developmental level. This can be accomplished 
by projecting a curve on the Auxodrome Panel, which wol1lc1 follow the 
nearest normal schedule from the initial entry to the most recent coor-
dinate point. By conparinc this near norma1 curve to the curve of an 
individual exoeriencing growth failure, it is nossi.ble to estimate the 
fuel debt area which needed to be retrieved for recovery • 
.Jaltz17 in his article, 11iofh.at a Growth Chart Can Tell Yol1, 11 
wrote of two distinct advantages of the C-rid technique. The first 
advantage listed was that tl1e Grid can be used to look into a child I s 
past as well as into his present. Used in this wav it is pos::oible to 
determine with reasonable accura.cy just when some ph:rsical or enotional 
17 George H. Waltz, Jr. "What a Growth Chart Can Tell You, 11 
Parents Magazine, March, 1957. 
upset first began to undermine the individual ' s health. As a second 
advantage, the author mentioned that the Grid is able to take into 
account expected changes in the course of ~rowth during puberty and 
adolescence. By cor:rpensating for these individual spurts in growth, 
ther e is no indication made that the child is suddenly changing his 
particular growth uattern. 
There are niil'l'lerous advantares of the '!etzel Grid technique in 
assessing grouth, development, and ph:,sical status; however, there is 
also fo rnd in recent literature several disadvc1nta::-es -rhich should be 
mentioned in the text of this renort. 
IV. DISADVANTAGES OF THE G1UD TEC::NIQUE 
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In surve•ririg the available literature concerninP- the Wetzel Grid, 
a large percentage of the information uphr7.rl the values of this method. 
The ai 1 thors ,..evi ei,.re" •-rere strrin,.,.ly in f;:ivor o th'" Srid techniq e as a 
method of evalm1ting growth, developmPrit, ,3.r('I ryh,,sical status in the 
school situation. 
The A.~erican Association of School AQrniriistr~tors18 reported 
that althour;h the Grid technique is used in man~r school si tuat.ions, 
other~ hav,:, been d-=terred from using it by factorf of cost and tirne. 
decision to use or not use this d0 vice in a oarticular school, 
1811.merican Association of School Administrators, Health In Schools, 
Twentieth Yearbook (Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, lqq 1 
p. 280. 
continued these authors, should result from a careful study of its 
contributions to the program by the school nhvsician and other con-
cerned school personnel. 
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At the University School, located ori the c..,r,,n1s of nri.io State 
University, tr>P. school physician and the srhool nurse studied the use 
of the Wetzel Grid when applied to the 450 students enroUec'i in erades 
kindergarten through twelve. Pugh19, who was then the school nurse, 
observed that although the Crid served as a screening device, it can-
not be relied nnon sole1.y for indicating the students in need of f\,r-
ther investi~ation. 'T'hi c:: ai1thor ano mrse also di.sclosec'I the>+ in the 
Uni·ersitv School they were -Porced to conclu e that the nrid wa not 
an effective screening device, bec"l~_se of the e-1.ridence tli.at it does 
not senarate the children who nePc:1 extensive inve"'tif"ation from those 
who req ire on y SLrnnle health appraisal. 
V. CONCLlSTOl S 
'l'he simplicity of the Grid is we l exernnlified when it is cori-
pared Pith SOI'!P of the other procedures recommended for asc::E'ss.;_np- ph~rsi-
cal status and develonI1ent. F.ranzen and Palraer20 disrecarded height and 
weight, but measured arm o-irth, denth of chest and width of '1ips, u:1ich 
lq · Pugh, loc. cit. 
2~aymoncl :'.i'ranzen and r,. T. -P 1 lmer, The ACJT Index of 'Tutritiona l 
Status (New Yor1;-: American rhilc. Health Asso~i;::,+ion, l93Lf'. 
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are compared with standard tables . Stuart and ~eredith21 measured the 
height, weight, hip width, chest circumference, leg P-irth, and thickness 
of two selected folds of skin and subcutaneous tissue. · Ieredi th 22 , in 
a more recent article, shoued modified procedures of his ori'in;:,l T11eth-
ods that use charts as well as nercentile tables. It may be surmised 
that these anthropo!"1etric measurements do not ::;i ve a.ny more accurate 
information re r rding the plwsical status or nutritional status of the 
individual than does the Uetzel Grid . Similarly, the use of rnathemat-
ical calculations and TOr~ulas are of no more valuab e use and have the 
disadvantage of not being graphic like the l'etzel Grid. 
The Grid thus reconnends itself as .9. mear,s of making a further 
contribution toward the total education of pupils in that it OTTers a 
rriethod of discoverinr those individuals suspected of not e-rowinf to 
capacity. "hen opt i.rrium ~rowth is not evident r,rj_ thin an indi vid al, 
the edlication of this child is hamne:red to a ~Teat desree . Thus it 
becones imperative that proper assessment ot' P. ch n11.nil he acconrplished 
on a re~:ular sche~ule using the most com~etet"t method avqilable . 
21B.C. Stuart and T-! .V. Veredith, 11 t'se of Pody NeasureP1ents in 
the School :ealth Program," American Journal of Public Tealth, 36:136.S, -
22H. V. Meredith, 11A Physical Growth 1ecord for Use in T:·lementary 
and High Schools, 11 American Journal of Public Health, 39:878-8>3_5, 1949. 
CHAPTER V 
Sill1HABY 
Nearlv all o-rowth and developr<1ent t kes nlace during the period 
of years when the individual is enro led in school. The p rogram of 
,~r01,1th assessr1ent must therefore be develoned in the e ernentary and 
secondary schools ir order to meet the needs of the individual punil. 
The teachers of trie elementary and secondary schools are an GSSGntial 
oart of a rrowth af:'sess"Ment nroc;ra.m throt1gh thPir abi1ity to rnake ob-
servations and record collected data. 
'rhe selection of an adequate method of evaluation and the train-
ing of school personnel to ad"'linister this method are the reatest orob-
lems confronted in the establishing of a rTm-rth assessment nro,·rBJ'l. 'Ply, 
rlassroom teacher is in the ideal position for t 11e assessin - of child 
vrowth because of the close te::i.cher-n1 nil rel at i.l"r>shi n f'onnd i_r t11e 
-regular c assroorn. nue to the lack of adequate training, ho1-re 1er, thP. 
nerson resDonsibl~ -for tre asressment nroc-ra>n mPst be nrepared to in-
struct and supervise these classroom tP criers ir trie rnet.1'1.orls of child 
growth assessment. 
Perhaps the most r.:omnellirn=· reHson -for ciP.votinv more and r<1ore 
intensive studv to Vie nrohleTI of (Troi,.rth measuremert resides ir the -fact. 
that phvsical urowth hRs a ciircct rel,,tionshiD 1mon academic rror,ress 
and achieveI11.ent. ··ith the apr,are"'t emuhasis in eriu<"atjon hei nr tm ard 
hie-her academic a.chieveMent, it sho,ild re reali zerl thA.t oh'"sir'"' ·rout½. 
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must likewise be developed. In order to avoid the threatening effects 
of g;rowth failure on academic progress, an adequate c-rowth a~sess:rrient 
method must e established in the school program. 
Since the beginning of the twentieth cent,1rJ several methods of 
growth assessment have been deYelo-oed which were based on the anthr0po-
metric ]'Tl_easurements of height and weir;ht. These methods were su.per-
ceded by more recent devices which were Rlso based on height and wei6ht, 
but also tool<: into account the body structure in ter!"ls of bone, l'llUscle, 
and fat symmetry. 
Having reviewed seven of these growth assessment methods, it 
seemed apparent that special 8l"'1)hasis sho"ld be placed on a nJ.ore 
thorou~t evaluation method. In hopP.S of fincQnb a ~ethod by which a 
school progra~ of grorth assessment might be established or i~nroved, 
the Wetzel Grid was chosen as the method to be r-iven emphasis i-r this 
reoort. 
The Wetzel Grid is a direct reading control chart on the q alit:, 
of child growth anc is also a visual demonstration of whether or not 
growth is progressing satisfactorily. The simplicitv of this method 
makes it advanta;:;eou.s of the other methods when selectinf a device 
which will predict child growth and nutritional status, yet be easily 
administered by the classroom teacher. 
When comparing the Wetzel Grid ~'1ith other methods of assessing 
growth, develo-pment, and nutritional status, i+, was fo1md that the 
lengthy anthropometric measurements and comnlex forrrmlas, necessarr in 
other methods, have c?,lready been given consideration in the Wetzel 
Grid technique. The methods by which these measurements were com-
nuted, however, was not completely revealed by Hetzel in his ha.nd-
books and literature concerning the Grid technique. 
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It was also found in this report that these anthropometric 
measurements do not provide any information or conclusions which are 
not present when using the Wetzel Grid. The Grid technique lends 
itself as an· adequate means of g owth assess!'1ent, as well as, a method 
of growth prediction. Since ma.:id.mum growth is a contributing f'actor 
in optimu."'11 academic achievement, the possibi li t:v of growth failure 
must be avoided. It is therefore recorn.rnended that tbe Wetzel Grid 
be considered a.s one of the more reliable J11ethods to be 1rnec1 by the 
elementary and secondar~, schools in the a~~essins of individual growth, 
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